The lepton-number violating process ν µ N → µ − µ + µ + X is studied for the first time in connection with Majorana neutrino masses of the second generation. The ratio with respect to the standard model charged current process is improved by some orders of magnitude if compared to previously discussed Majorana induced ∆L µ = 2 processes. The non-observation of this process allows to demand the effective mass to be m µµ < ∼ 10 4 GeV, being more stringent than previously discussed bounds. The sensitivity for heavy Majorana neutrinos is investigated. We also discuss the potential to use a muon collider to search for wrong sign trimuon events.
Introduction
Investigation of lepton-number violating processes is one of the most promising ways of probing physics beyond the standard model. A particular aspect of this topic is lepton-number violation in the neutrino sector, which in the case of massive neutrinos would allow a variety of new phenomena [1] . This emerges immediately in case of Majorana masses of the neutrinos, which are predicted in most GUTtheories [2] . For ν e the searches for Majorana neutrinos mainly rely on neutrinoless double beta decay (0νββ), resulting in an upper limit on the effective Majorana mass m ee =| U with α, β = e, µ, τ.
In this paper we explore the possibility to learn about Majorana masses associated with the second generation. Two cases are considered here: First of all the analogous quantity to neutrinoless double beta decay for ν µ , which is m µµ =| U 2 µm m m η CP m |, is investigated and secondly the existence of additional heavy Majorana neutrinos is assumed. The process under study is muon lepton-number violating (∆L µ = 2) trimuon production in neutrino-nucleon scattering via charged current reactions (CC)
The relevant diagram is shown in Fig. 1 , which also defines the kinematics. Alternative ways discussed in the literature to obtain information about m µµ are muon capture on nuclei [4] and lepton number violating K-decays like K − → π + µ − µ − [5, 6, 7, 8] . The experimental knowledge of effective Majorana masses other than the one measured in 0νββ allows only rather poor limits. The best values obtained are from muon-positron conversion in sulfur (therefore sensitive to m µe 2 ) and lepton-number violating K-decays: σ( 32 S + µ − → 32 Si * + e + ) σ( 32 S + µ − → 32 P * + ν µ ) < 7 · 10 −11 ⇒ m µe <    0.1 GeV (singlet) 0.5 GeV (triplet)
Here the experimental limits are taken from the PDG [9] and for the mass bounds the theoretical results given in [10] are used (all ratios are proportional to m µα 2 ). For muon-positron conversion two results are given, depending on whether the proton pairs in the final state are in a spin singlet or triplet state, respectively. To our knowledge, there are no limits on other elements of m αβ . Direct production of Majorana neutrinos heavier than 100 GeV has also been studied for various colliders (e − e + , eµ, pp, e − p) [11, 12] with typical results of a few to some hundred events per year for high-energy and luminosity machines.
Model and calculation
Using the diagram shown in Fig. 1 plus its crossed version we get for the squared invariant amplitude three terms, each factorizing nicely in three parts. At the upper and lower vertex we have the standard V-A term. If the W couples to the incoming ν µ it gives a contribution to the matrix element of the form
and similarly the lower part of the diagram. Here γ ± = 1 2 (1±γ 5 ), the other quantities are defined in Fig. 1 . The contribution of the Majorana neutrino is well known from the theory of 0νββ, nevertheless we discuss it in some detail, following for the calculation the strategy in [13] . From here on we refer to the diagram as the "0νββ-like" process. For the leptons we use the standard Hamiltonian
We denote the Majorana neutrino with ν m , the muon with µ and U µm is an element of the unitary matrix connecting weak interaction eigenstates with mass eigenstates. For the 0νββ-like contribution to the first matrix element we have:
To bring this in a form suitable for inserting the fermion propagator we use the relation:
Here µ c means the charge conjugated spinor of the muon. For a given spinor ψ charge conjugation has the properties:
In the standard Dirac notation C = iγ 2 γ 0 is the charge conjugation matrix. Since ν m is a Majorana particle it has the property ν c m = λ * m ν m , λ m being a phase factor in the field expansion of ν m connected with the intrinsic CP parity η CP m , see e. g. [13] . For the expansion in terms of spinors and creation/annihilation operators the following relations are valid:
Here f annihilates a particle and f + creates an antiparticle. Using all the above equations the matrix element describing the 0νββ-like process can be written as
From here on we neglect the mass m m in the denominator. See below for the case when this is no longer allowed. The above is the matrix element one would have obtained for an intermediate Dirac neutrino and applying the usual Feynman rules with one outgoing µ + written with an u instead of a v (thus producing a scalar expression) and one γ − replaced with a γ + . We can simplify the last equation by noting
Assuming CP invariance, the term λ * m U * 2 µm m m can be written as (see e. g. [13, 14] )
thus defining the usual effective mass. The matrix element is therefore proportional to the effective Majorana mass, just as in 0νββ and the other mentioned leptonnumber violating processes. For the crossed diagram, described by M 2 , q 2 is replaced byq 2 and k 2 by k 3 . Finally, the interference term is given by
Using the identities v = −u T C −1 and u = Cv T this can be written in a form suitable for using the completeness relations for the spinors:
Putting all the couplings and propagators together, the matrix element can be written as (using the Feymann-gauge for the W propagator)
m q and m q ′ are the masses of the scattered initial and final state partons, respectively. The two short traces describe the SM V-A vertices, the ones inside are the 0νββ-like process. Averaging over the parton spin adds an additional factor 1 2 . The long traces were computed with the MATHEMATICA [15] package TRACER [16] . As can be seen, in the low m µµ regime the matrix element is proportional to m µµ 2 . If we take a heavy Majorana neutrino into account, one has to include the mass in the propagator for q 2 andq 2 , which we neglected from Eq. (10) on. The cross section is given by
where dΦ(P ; k 1 , k 2 , k 3 , k 4 ) denotes the phase space for four final state particles with momenta k i and incoming total momentum P = p 1 + p 2 .
One could also consider a heavy right-handed Majorana neutrino as suggested by some left-right symmetric theories [17] , where leptons are arranged symmetrically in left-handed (L) and right-handed (R) doublets, i. e.
Here N µ is a heavy Majorana neutrino of mass M N in a weak leptonic current of the form j
where the dots denote non muonic contributions. Such a coupling exists in GUTs and we consider it in order to illustrate the general properties of process (2) in a model independent way and to stress the fact that the greatest sensitivity is achieved for a Majorana mass of 1 to 10 GeV, independent of the exact form of the coupling to the W , see below. Furthermore it serves as a comparison to the results from [5, 6] , who also considered this possibility. We did not consider the case that ν m and N µ contribute at the same time. As known, the right-handed currents must occur -if they exist -strongly suppressed with respect to the left-handed ones. Performing the same calculation as before we get for the N µ -case in Eq. (15) a replacement (γ + ↔ γ − ) for the trace describing the 0νββ-like process which leads in the end to a replacement (
For purely right-handed currents (i. e. replace everywhere γ − ↔ γ + ) we get exactly the same result for the squared amplitude.
Results
For the evaluation of the total and differential cross sections we wrote a Monte Carlo program calling the phase space routine GENBOD [18] . For the parton distributions we chose GRV 98 (MS) NLO [19] at
where M p denotes the proton mass, E ν the energy of the incoming neutrino and x the Bjørken variable. We set Q 2 = Q 2 min whenever Q 2 went under the minimal allowed value of 0.8 GeV 2 . To get the averaged neutrino-nucleon cross section we assumed an isoscalar target and replaced up-and down quarks to get the parton distributions for the neutron. Before presenting the results we estimate the ratio with respect to the total neutrinonucleon cross section. The typical supression factor one encounters when dealing with Majorana instead of Dirac neutrinos is M/E in the matrix elements with M being the Majorana's mass and E its energy. For the ratio R of the cross sections we have therefore:
for M = 170 keV
where we took as a typical value E = 30 GeV. This ratio will of course be further supressed by a very small phase space factor which rises slightly with energy and turns out to be about 10 −7 .
As expected, the cross section is tiny: If we use for the mass of the Majorana neutrino the current limit from the direct muon neutrino mass search, m νµ = 170 keV [20] , we find that the cross section for energies in the range 5 . . . 500 GeV is of the order σ(3µ) ≃ 1 . . . 10
being 20 orders of magnitude lower than the total neutrino nucleon CC cross section of
for the same energy range. The E ν dependence of the cross section can be fitted by
which has to be compared to the linear dependence of the total CC neutrino-nucleon cross section. If we assume that this behaviour holds up to ultrahigh energies (which it does not due to propagator effects) the cross sections would be roughly equal for E ν ≃ 10 20 GeV, far beyond any reasonable scale. To give a precise number, by assuming m µµ = 170 keV, we get
scaling with m µµ 2 up to masses of about 1 to 10 GeV. The contribution of the interference term is about 11-12 % of the total cross section. The same order of magnitude holds for the right-handed N µ , which has a 2-4 times bigger cross section. Both cross sections are plotted in Fig. 2 together with the total CC neutrino nucleon cross section of about 0.7 · 10 −14 E ν /GeV b, multiplied with 10 −20 . Nevertheless, the ratio of the trimuon process described here is significantly more sensitive on m µµ than other processes discussed: Abad et al. [7] get in a relativistic quark model for the decay K + → π − µ + µ + a branching ratio of 2 · 10 −22 while Missimer et al. [4] estimate the ratio of µ − µ + -conversion via capture in 44 Ti with respect to a normal CC reaction to be 4 · 10 −25 for a few hundred keV Majorana. Thus the process (2) is about two orders of magnitude closer to the relevant standard model process than previously discussed Majorana induced muon-number violating processes. Considering now the massive case, i. e. including the Majorana masses in the propagator, the squared amplitude will be proportional to the sum
We will assume that one of the m m lies between 1 to 100 GeV since a mass in this range dominates the cross section, as we will show. For simplicity we ignore the interference terms and also skip the factors η CP m U 2 µm and will comment on their effect later. First of all, the cross section as a function of mass will rise quadratically until the propagator takes over and forces a (mass) −2 behaviour. This is displayed in Fig. 3 where we plot the total cross section for different neutrino energies. As can be seen the maximal value of the cross section as a function of mass is obtained in the range 1 . . . 10 GeV, rising slightly with E ν . The reason for that is that the integration over the neutrino propagator has its maximum in this range. This fact makes the greatest sensitivity independent of the coupling of the Majoranas to the leptons or W 's. One can show that the heavy right-handed N µ displays the same behaviour as the left-handed Majorana case shown in Fig. 3 , which underlines this fact. In Fig. 4 we display the ratio with respect to the total CC neutrino-nucleon cross section for both cases with mass 5 GeV as a function of the incoming neutrino energy. A few words on purely right-handed interactions: Since the W momenta are relatively small in comparsion to M W , the cross section is proportional to
forcing the purely right-handed case to be some orders of magnitude under the purely left-handed case, since M W R > 6M W [9] . Here we assumed g L = g R = g. Up to now all the numbers given were for U 2 µm = 1. In this case, a maximum of 7.4 · 10 −11 of the CC cross section would be reached for a Majorana with mass of about 7 GeV. A neutrino beam of 500 GeV, coming from a high energy and luminuos µ + µ − -collider with 10 13 CC events per year could in principle produce a few hundred of such events. However, there exist already strong constraints on the matrix elements U µm from the data. The DELPHI collaboration [21] examined the mode Z → νν m and found a limit of |U µm | 2 < 2 · 10 −5 for masses up to m m ≃ 80 GeV. For larger masses analyses of neutrino-quark scattering and other processes yield |U µm | 2 < 0.0087 [22] . This pushes the best sensitivity range about a factor of 10 towards higher values. In Table 1 we show the ratios R with and without taking into account the limits given above for different energies and for Majorana masses of 7 and 80 GeV. As can be seen one cannot get closer than at most 10 −16 . In [12] finite width effects were found to increase the cross sections for direct heavy Majorana production significantly. However, these effects show up for high center-of-mass energies and high masses so that in our kinematical and mass sensitivity region these effects should be negligible. Nevertheless, also in the massive case the improvement compared to existing num- Table 1 : Pure (R) and "U µm -corrected" (R cor ) ratios of the process for masses of 7 and 80 GeV and different neutrino beam energies in GeV.
bers is some orders of magnitude: Halprin et al. [5] find a (U µm -corrected) BR smaller than 3 · 10 −27 for K + → π − µ + µ + and Σ + → π − µ + µ + for a universally coupled 5 GeV heavy neutrino and Ng and Kamal [6] get a (U µm -corrected) branching ratio of 1.3 · 10 −25 for a 2 GeV right-handed Majorana coupling to the W as in Eq. (18). This means, for E ν = 100 GeV and few GeV Majoranas, process (2) is up to 7 orders of magnitude closer to the standard model CC process than previously discussed muon-number violating ∆L µ = 2 processes, which are induced by Majoranas. Interestingly the highest BR in [5] is also in the range of 1 to 10 GeV. Though the cross section is probably too small to detect this process in the near future, it still allows to set bounds on m µµ . Let us assume an upper limit on a process like (2) of the order 10 −5 of the standard CC process (otherwise it would have been observed already, see section 4) and take an energy of E ν = 100 GeV. Starting at small masses, i. e. σ ∝ m µµ 2 , we find m µµ < ∼ 10 4 GeV. This has to be compared to m µµ < 1.3 · 10 5 GeV as obtained from K-decays [23] .
Experimental considerations
Several experiments report the observation of trimuon events [24, 25, 26] . The observed ratio of trimuon events (having a lepton number conserving (--+) signature) with respect to single charged current events is of the order 10 −5 . First thought to provide evidence for physics beyond the SM the explanation was soon given in terms of CC reactions with dimuon production via meson decay, radiative processes or direct muon pair production from subsequent hadronic interactions [27, 28, 29] . An acceptance cut on muon momenta to be larger than about 5 GeV was applied by all experiments. To extract a (-+ +) signature several background processes in typical wide band neutrino beams have to be considered. Among them the most severe are lepton pair creation due to antineutrino contaminations of the beam (also having a (-+ +) signature) and charm production with an associated pion or kaon decay as well as overlaying events with beam muons. Furthermore, going to high momenta some misidentification in the charge might lead to additional background. The observables found in the past to be most suitable for distinguishing the mentioned standard processes from new physics were the momenta of the muons, their two-and three-body invariant masses and the azimuthal angle distribution between the leading muon and the other two. The leading muon (µ 1 ) was defined as the one which minimizes the sum of the transverse momenta of the remaining two with respect to the direction of the W, ( W = ν − µ 1 ). A complete listing of all relevant distributions is not our aim, however, for the sake of completeness, we plot the distributions of the muon momenta, which might be used to identify the process. From Figs. 5 to 7 it can be seen, that for the light m µµ -case the two µ + have relatively low energy, while the µ − from the V-A vertex has a broad spectrum with significantly higher energy. This is no longer valid for a heavy Majorana where the difference of the muon momenta is less clear, but is becoming larger with increasing neutrino energy. However, the like-sign muons have typically the same momentum distributions, which is an important experimental signature. It is a general feature that the momentum difference gets bigger when the energy E ν is significantly higher than the mass of the intermediate Majorana. For mass and energy being equal the distributions are more or less identical. A similar search to the one described here could also be done withν µ beams looking for the corresponding processν µ N → µ + µ − µ − X. The expected cross section is just the usual factor 2 below a νN cross section.
Summary and conclusion
We investigated the reaction ν µ N → µ − µ + µ + X at fixed target experiments mediated by light and heavy Majorana neutrinos. Using the fact, that no excess events were observed in past experiments at the level of 10 −5 with respect to charged current events, we could deduce a limit of m µµ < ∼ 10 4 GeV. This is more stringent than other results discussed on this quantity. The largest sensitivity was found for heavy Majorana neutrinos in the region between 1 and 10 GeV because of the fixed target kinematics, which was pushed towards approximately 100 GeV due to existing limits on U 2 µm . This is relatively independent of incoming neutrino energy and independent on the precise form of the couplings, as was shown with a right-handed Majorana. In general, process (2) is closer to the standard model CC process by 2 (few 100 keV mass) up to 7 (> 1 GeV mass) orders of magnitude than previously discussed Majorana induced ∆L µ = 2 processes. Purely right-handed current contributions were estimated to give results orders of magnitude below the left-handed case. One could consider various modifications of process (2) in order to constrain nonstandard model parameters connected with the muonic sector. For the case of 0νββ limits on some Yukawa couplings λ
1jk , describing R-Parity violating SUSY effects were deduced [30] , the bounds being up to four orders of magnitude more stringent than the ones obtained from other processes. We cannot expect to repeat this success, but it would be interesting to see what one can achieve. In addition, for muon capture in 44 Ti, extensions of the standard model were found [4] to have branching ratios some orders of magnitude higher than the Majorana case, so that it seems worthwile to apply them to process (2) as well. We concentrated our analysis on neutrino beams, especially ν µ . Since the beam energies are much higher than the lepton masses, the same arguments as described here would hold for other fixed-target experiments using charged lepton beams. Furthermore, also a lepton-hadron collider such as HERA, which also has the advantage of higher √ s can be used. However, new background processes have to be considered here. The same strategy that lead to the bounds on m µµ can of course be applied to infer quantities as m µτ or m τ τ , for which no limits whatsoever exist. Some of this aspects will be discussed in [31] . E ν = 10 GeV E ν = 25 GeV E ν = 50 GeV E ν = 250 GeV E ν = 500 GeV GeV. Note that in this case the momenta of the two µ + are always larger than the momentum of the µ − . No limit on U
